HOW GREEN IS YOUR AIRFIELD?

Can your airfield be the saviour of British Bees?
a presentation by PETE WHITE

HOW GREEN IS YOUR AIRFIELD?

THIS IS BODMIN AIRFIELD
Where Aviation and Ecology co‐exist

A BASIC LOOK OF BODMIN AIRFIELD

Today, Bodmin Airfield welcomes all comers, irrespective of it being a weight‐shift
microlight, a fixed wing aircraft of any description, a helicopter of any size, and
occasionally even a hot air balloon.

A BASIC HISTORY OF BODMIN AIRFIELD

The highlight of any day, and the star arrival, is always the RAF C‐130J Hercules, who often
request a ‘low approach and go‐around’ when conducting low level training in the area.

HOW DID WE ARRIVE AT HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?

The outfield is awash with the most vibrant colours. But what is it we are looking at?

HOW DID WE ARRIVE AT HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?
The traditional hay meadow in England has
decreased by 97% since the end of the
Second World War. This is due to more
intense farming methods, use of herbicides
and pesticides, land drainage and
development of land into housing . The
outcome of this is a dramatic decrease in
wildflowers in the 20th century.

The result is that there is now less than
6,000 hectares of traditional hay
meadow left. Airfields are pretty much
private property, and open public access
to all areas is generally prohibited. That
means airfields MAY unknowingly be
hiding some of the most important,
ecologically valuable land in the country.

HOW DID WE ARRIVE AT HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?

The Cornish Botany Recorder conducted
a survey at the airfield, and the result
was a list of over 170 flora species,
including 3 species of Orchid, namely
Southern Marsh, Heath Spotted and
Greater Butterfly. We are now thought to
be the largest traditional hay meadow
left in the Southwest of England.

HOW DID WE ARRIVE AT HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?

The abundance of Yellow Rattle and Eyebright in the field, suppresses grass growth,
allowing natural wild flowers to thrive, creating the traditional hay meadow.
We were contacted by the Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group, who are a national
organization, and who specialise in assisting farms converting back to hay meadows. The
main reason for the need is to attract pollinators to their land for organic crop growing
purposes. We have donated Yellow Rattle seeds and 2 acres of hay for their use.

HOW DO YOU MAINTAIN A GREEN AIRFIELD?

First and foremost, DO NOT follow the CAA’s Wildlife Management Document CAP772.
This document actively discourages having anything other than a thick sward of grass, no
longer than 10 inches in height. It encourages the use of herbicides and pesticides to assist
with the grassland health. It recommends a grass cutting regime that will kill off any
wildflower activity, and it merely supports a grass only policy.
Nothing it offers as guidance will produce a traditional hay meadow!

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?
FIRST AND FOREMOST – WHY WOULD YOU EVEN WANT TO CONSIDER GOING GREEN?
It is a winner on many levels, and it will enhance your community standing.
The answer is pollinators. In the same period that we have lost 97% of our traditional hay
meadows, the British Bee population has seen the extinction of 13 species, including 3
Bumblebee species, with 35 more Bee species considered as under threat of extinction.
No Bee species is protected by UK law, including the Buff Tailed Bumblebee, or the Red
Mason Bee, seen here on the airfield Buddleia bushes.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?
FIRST AND FOREMOST – WHY WOULD YOU EVEN WANT TO CONSIDER GOING GREEN?
Whilst most grain crops in the UK are wind pollinated, 85% of all commercial vegetable
and fruit crops, both orchard and berry, are pollinated by bees and other pollinators.
Without these important species thriving, you are unlikely to have the range of fruit and
vegetables available today. That includes most wines, ciders and other alcoholic drinks.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF HAVING A GREEN AIRFIELD?
FIRST AND FOREMOST – WHY WOULD YOU EVEN WANT TO CONSIDER GOING GREEN?
Pollinators are not restricted to the Bees. They include Butterflies, Moths, Hoverflies,
Beetles and even Wasps. Some wildflowers have evolved to attract specific species as
pollinators, whereas some other wildflowers release their scent only at night to attract moth
pollinators. On the airfield we do what we can to assist all pollinators, such as the Small
Tortoiseshell Butterfly, or the Red Admiral Butterfly, seen here on the airfield Buddleias.

WHERE DO I START IN GOING GREEN?
HOW TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU HAVE GOT – ADVICE FROM IAN BENALLICK
“Every County, or ‘Vice‐County’, has a system of Botanical Recorders who belong to the
Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland (BSBI). The BSBI Recorders of each county are
always keen to get access to those areas that are usually out of bounds , and most would
love the chance to survey, or assess, airfields. Contact the BSBI via this link” which will
present you with a list of every county, and who to contact within that county.
https://bsbi.org/local‐botany

WHERE DO I START IN GOING GREEN?
OTHER WAYS TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU HAVE GOT
Alternatively, contact your local University Botany, or Ecology, Department and ask them if
they could come and conduct both a Botanical, and a Pollinator, Survey of your airfield.
We now have a relationship with the University of Exeter’s Environment & Sustainability
Institute. They now have a Post‐Graduate student conducting regular Pollinator Surveys at
Bodmin airfield, for the Wildflower Collective Project, as part of her MSc degree.

WHERE DO I START IN GOING GREEN?
HOW QUICK DOES A CONVERSION TO A TRADITIONAL HAY MEADOW TAKE?
It is not quick, because you can only transform it at the speed that nature dictates. It usually
takes from 3 to 5 years to create a mature hay meadow from seed.
It can take anywhere from between 5 to 7 years to convert a grassland field to a meadow. A
perennial meadow, with Wildflower diversity, improves over a period of 15 to 20 years.
A National Vegetation Classification of ‘MG5 Grassland’ has been applied to Bodmin Airfield.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
THE YOUTH OF TODAY KNOW ALL ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT AND SAVING THE PLANET!
You can be a part of their world, as we at Bodmin are. Invite your local Primary Schools to
your airfield as part of their education. Combine education on transport and aviation, with
that of wildlife support and pollinator preservation It is a community winner for you.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
THE YOUTH OF TODAY KNOW ALL ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT AND SAVING THE PLANET!
You don’t need to limit it to schools. Your local Beaver and Cubs all have Global Issues, and
Naturalist activity badges they can earn by using your airfield to achieve their award.

Beaver – Global Issues
Activity Badge

Cubs – Naturalist
Activity Badge

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
HOW MANY NATURAL HISTORY CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS ARE IN YOUR LOCAL AREA?
You would be surprised how many local societies, organisations, groups and clubs there are
in your local community, who have an interest in nature, and who would love to come and
see what you have. Every village in your area has a connection to natural history, and whose
inhabitants sole interest is the protection, and stewardship, of their local environment.
We have had a number of them, who have asked to visit the airfield, to see the wildflowers.
As they are with us, they will be on your side, and will protect your efforts from the NIMBYs.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
THE MESSAGE IS GETTING OUT THERE – THE QUESTION IS WHO IS GOING TO RESPOND?
Happily, there are other airfields out there
who are following our lead. Lands End
Airport, one of our near neighbours, is a
good example. They invited in another
environmental organisation to collect seeds
of a rare wildflower species found on their
airfield, for spreading at other local sites. The
newspaper headline read…
Wildflower bonanza – at Land’s End Airport
Collecting seeds is a vital part of wildflower
conservation for two West Cornwall
organisations
Western Morning News
4 Nov 2021
Penwith Landscape Partnership’s Seed
harvester. Volunteers have been collecting
Devil’s‐Bit Scabious seeds at Land’s End Airport

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
WHAT OF THE FUTURE? HAS IT BEEN A WORTHWHILE ENDEAVOUR?
As 2021 ended, and 2022 started, we have been contacted by two flagship National Trust
properties in the Southwest. They wish to convert some of their estate lands back into
traditional hay meadows, and have requested grass donations from us. What an accolade!

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
WHAT OF THE FUTURE? IS IT A WORTHWHILE ENDEAVOUR?
It isn’t only community organisations that have approached Bodmin to assist them in their
endeavours. It is also academic institutions that the airfield is assisting.
Bodmin airfield now provides research opportunities for Environmental MSc research
students through the Halpin Trust, and the Wildflower Collective, who are undertaking
studies on pollinator biological disciplines, to increase traditional hay meadows.
The Exeter University Environment and Sustainability Institute is continuing with research,
called BEEHAVE, on modeling the development of a Honeybee colony, and its nectar and
pollen foraging behavior, in different landscapes. They have requested that one of their MSc
students continue with her pollinator research at Bodmin Airfield this coming summer.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
WHAT OF THE FUTURE, ESPECIALLY 2022?
This year, 2022, is the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Year. There is an opportunity for airfields to
start improving their sites as part of the national Queen’s Green Canopy initiative, which
encourages community groups to plant trees to mark this great occasion.
You may be entitled to claim free saplings to plant on your airfields as part of your
programme of improving the environmental footprint of your airfield. Details are available
from your local Council, from the Woodland Trust and from the Queen’s Green Canopy site.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
WHAT OF THE FUTURE? IS THE POLLINATOR ISSUE LIMITED TO THE UNITED KINGDOM?
We are not alone. The decline of pollinators is also considered a serious problem in the EU.
So much so, that there is a pan‐European programme led by the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA) playing a crucial role in efforts to protect bee and pollinator health.
In Holland, they have a strategy, backed by the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
to halt and reverse Dutch pollinator loss and increase pollination services to agricultural and
natural systems by 2030.
In Denmark, the FAO is also involved. Severe and frequent losses of honey bee are being
reported. At the same time, they are seeing a decrease in the number of wild bees.
But what does this mean for General Aviation and Airfields in Europe?
.
.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
WHAT OF THE FUTURE? IS IT LIMITED TO THE UNITED KINGDOM?
Thanks to initiatives, and direct contacts via the LAA, their European equivalents within
EFLEVA, have also shown an interest in applying eco‐airfield initiatives within their countries.
Our European aviator colleagues also recognise that they have the same problems that we
do, in both the loss of crucial wildflower habitat, and the resulting reduction in pollinators.

The LAA equivalents in Denmark, Holland and also Belgium have all expressed an interest in
applying similar Eco initiatives within their own national airfield infrastructure.

YOUR GREEN AIRFIELD CAN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
WHAT OF THE FUTURE? WHAT MORE IS TO COME?
But so much for our friends in Europe. It is here in the UK that is the primary focus.
It is gratifying to see that in less than a year, a local Cornish enterprise to protect and
enhance a vanishing landscape, contained within an airfield, is creating more of the same,
with more airfields taking up the challenge, or looking at increasing their own eco‐efforts.
Finally, as Darren Fern, the Chairman of the Cornwall Flying Club, has stated….

”This is an opportunity for airfields to be recognised as
environmental heroes, and not the villains for a change.”

THE GREEN AIRFIELD – IS IT WORTH IT? DEFINITELY!

I hope that you have enjoyed the talk. Thank you all for taking the time to listen, and I
hope that more of you out there will take up the eco torch. The Bees need your help.

